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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the stability question for stationary solitary-wave 
solutions of the Cauchy problem on IF?“‘, 
u,, i- au, -Au +f(u> = 0, 
u(x, 0), u[(x, 0) given. 
(1.1) 
Here, (Y > 0 is a constant and A denotes the Laplace operator on F?“. The 
functionSis assumed to satisfyf(0) = 0, so, in particular, u E 0 is a solution 
of (1.1). We pose (1.1) in the (real) “energy space” H = H’(IR-‘) x L z(lFt‘v). 
That is, the solution pair (u(., f), ~~(a, t)) belongs to H’ x L2 for each t for 
which it is defined. 
A stationary solution of (l.l), of course, satisfies 
-Au +f(u) = 0, (1.2) 
and by a solitary-wave solution we mean a solution of (1.2) which vanishes 
at infinity. Recently, Strauss [ 151 and Berestycki and Lions [2] gave 
conditions under which infinitely many such solutions exist. The solutions 
obtained by them belong to H’(lRN), are radially symmetric (i.e., functions of 
Ix/ = P) and decay exponentially at infinity. But, while existence is relatively 
straightforward, other questions relating to uniqueness and nodal character 
of the solutions have yet to be answered completely (see below). The (poten- 
tially) complicated structure of the solution set of (1.2) makes the 
asymptotic (large-time) behavior of solutions of (1.1) starting arbitrarily 
near a solution u,, of (1.2) difficult to determine. The purpose of this paper is 
to show that, under certain circumstances, there exists a neighborhood of 
(u,, 0) = @,, E H such that some solutions are confined to this neighborhood, 
and even approach (uO, 0) asymptotically as t -+ +co, while other solutions 
of (1.1) must eventually leave this neighborhood as t increases. 
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To accomplish this, we construct two invariant submanifolds in H which 
contain @,. An invariant submanifold, &, has the property that any solution 
of (1.1) with initial data in .J’ remains in M for all I for which it is delined. 
In the first of the following two theorems, the invariant manifold is said to be 
stable, while in the second it is unstable. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u0 be a nontrivial solitary-wave solution of (1.2), 
under conditiom on f to be given in Section 3. Then, there exists an infinite- 
dimensional invvariant Lipschitzian submanifold 9, defined in c1 
neighborhood of (u,, 0) in H = H’ x L’, such that any solution of (I.11 with 
initial data in .Y approaches (uO, 0) as t + +03, 
THEOREM 1.2. Under the same conditions, there exists a nontrivial. 
finite-dimensional invariant Lipschitzian submanifold Z?‘, dejked in a 
neighborhood of (zq,, 0) in H, such that any solution of (1.1) with initial data 
in ZY approaches (u,,, 0) as t + --co. 
COROLLARY 1.3. The stationary solution u, is urlstable as a solution of 
(1.1). 
Proof. Let Q(t) = (u(t), u,(t)), --oo < t < 0, be a solution curve in %. By 
Theorem 1.2, we can choose E > 0 and M,. M, > 0 such that, for t < -h4,. 
II WI - @o/l < E PO = (uo. O)j, 
where the norm is the standard energy norm (see Section 3), but for 
-44, < t < - M*, 
II Q(t) - @o/l > E. 
Now, for this E, we find that there is no 6 satisfying the property that 
II W) - @A < 6 * II WI - Qoli < E for all t > 0. 
where Y(t) is any solution curve. This is because, for any 6, we can choose 
Y(0) = @(to) f or sufficiently large-negative t,, and we see that when 
-M, < t + t, < --MI, 11 Y(t) - @J > E. Hence, we conclude the instability of 
%- 
In the case CI = 0, Payne and Sattinger [9j (see also Berestycki and 
Cazenave [ 11) have shown that, under certain “convexity” hypotheses on f, 
there exist solutions of (1.1) which “blow up” in finite time. In fact, they find 
such solutions with initial data arbitrarily close to the solution of (1.2) 
having least (positive) energy, the “ground state.” By energy we mean the 
quantity 
J(u)=jl(ilV~l*+F(uj~d~~ 
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where F(u) = ltf(s) ds. Thus, for those functions f satisfying rather rigid 
shape conditions, the ground state is unstable in the strongest sense. 
For many other appropriate choices of functionf, finite-time blow-up for 
(1.1) need not take place, but we will show instability still occurs in the 
presence of another mechanism which is dissipative in nature. This permits 
us to relax the restrictions on the shape off to the point that only a growth 
condition is needed, and that just so we can use a simple abstract framework 
in which to formulate problem (1.1). 
In Section 2, we shall present his abstract framework (which is essentially 
that of Segal [14]; see also Reed [12]). It consists of a nonlinear, first-order 
evolution equation in a (real) Hilbert space ff, whose linearization at a 
chosen stationary solution Q0 E H reduces to a pair of equations, one 
corresponding to spectrum in the right half-plane of Cc, and the other to 
spectrum in the left half-plane. The associated stable and unstable manifolds 
for the full nonlinear equation at Qio are obtained by a contraction-mapping 
argument (as in Hale [3] and Henry [4]). If a finite number of eigenvalues 
lie on the imaginary axis, then an associated center manifold can also be 
constructed. However, in part for simplicity, we have omitted its 
construction, the primary object of interest being the unstable manifold. 
In Section 3, this framework is applied to Eq. (1.1) to obtain an unstable 
manifold for a nontrivial stationary solution u,,, under the assumption that 
the linearized operator at (uO, 0) has no imaginary spectrum. We will show 
that, in the present situation, 0 is the only possible imaginary eigenvalue; the 
hypothesis that 0 is not in the spectrum is equivalent o the nondegeneracy of 
u,, as a critical point for the energy funcional J(U) on H1(lRN). A corollary of 
the Morse Lemma asserts that such a u,, isolated from other solutions. The 
question of isolatedness of solutions, and, in particular, the uniqueness 
question for the ground state, has recently been the subject of intense 
investigation. Peletier and Serrin [lo] have shown uniqueness of the positive 
ground state for some f and nonuniqueness for others. Although the conse- 
quences for degeneracy of the energy functional are unknown, we shall see 
that, in any case, 0 can only be an eigenvalue of, at most, finite multiplicity 
for the second variation ~‘J(u,,). Thus, all that could happen is the 
appearance of a center manifold, along with the stable and unstable 
manifolds. 
More important for our purposes than nondegeneracy of 6’J(u,) is the 
requirement c1 > 0. This ensures that the sectrum of the linearized operator 
lies away from the imaginary axis. We note, however, that when a = 0, it can 
be shown [7] that a curve of “standing wave” solutions of (1.1) (of the form 
eCiw’#(x)) branches out from any given nondegenerate stationary solution a0 
(here ICC) 1 is arbitrarily small and # is near u,,). Thus, we have instability in 
the complex space H@ C. Apart from this the only known instability result 
which is valid for all a > 0 is the blow-up theorem of [9]. Finally, we note 
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that for all cx > 0 and for any function f satisfying the conditions given in 
this paper, there exist certain other solutions starting near the ground state 
which exist for all t > 0, and are actually uniformly bounded in H for ail 
t > 0. In case (r > 0, these solutions converge strongly to zero; when CI = 0, it 
is suspected that they converge weakly to zero, but this has not been proved. 
For details, see [6, 71. 
2. THE ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK 
Let H be a (real) Hilbert space, and consider the evolution equation on N 
d@/dt + L@ + F(Q) = 0, 
WV given, 
(2.1 j 
where L generates a continuous one-parameter group e -tL on El, and Y is a 
locally Lipschitzian map from N to H such that 
F(O) = 0: F’(0) = 0. 
Assume that o(L), the spectrum of L, is the union of two spectral sets, 
namely, o(L) n (Re A < 0) corresponding to the inva.riant subspace X, of H, 
and o(L) n (Re ;1 > 0) corresponding to the complementary invariant 
subspace XT. We define 
Ei: H-+Xi, i= 1,2, 
to be the projection along the subspace complementary to Xi. and write 
@=@*+@pz, where oi = E,@, i = 1,2. 
For i = 1,2, Li := E,L = LE, generates a continuous one-parameter group 
e --fLi on Xi, and we shall make the following specific hypotheses concerning 
these groups: 
(i) There exists ,8 > 0 such that, for all t > 0, 
l/e-rr2(l < eper; 
(ii) .I”?, IjePsLIIl ds = C, < 00. 
Under these hypotheses, the following theorem asserts the existence of an 
invariant submanifold in H through 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a neighbourhood B of 0 in H, and n 
L ipschitzian mapping r: 8 n X, -+ X, , such that Ii r(q)/l = o(ll~ll) as //v (j --t 0 
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and the following property holds: if Q(O) E 8 and E, Q(O) = z(Ez Q(O)), then 
the solution of (2.1) with initial data Q(O) remains in d and satisfies 
for all t > 0. Moreover, 
E, Q(t) = r(Ez @(t>), 
IlW)ll + 0 as t-++oO. 
We take the invariant manifold to be the graph of the map r in @; in a 
certain sense, it is tangent to the subspace X, corresponding to spectra with 
positive real part, which accounts for the vanishing of 11 Q(t)11 as t goes to 
infinity. 
By solution of (2.1), we mean the solution of the corresponding integral 
equation, obtained by the variation of parameters formula (or Duhamel’s 
principle): 
~(t> = e-"~(O> - Jo e-(f-r)L~(~(S)) dS, (2.2) 
which is equivalent to the pair of equations 
Qi(t) = e-fLi@i(0) - rf eC’f-“‘L’EiF(cD,(s) + a?(s)) ds, i = 1, 2. (2.3,i) 
‘0 
For p > 0 to be determined below, we will let 
and for C, > 0 to be determined below, we will let 
Then 9 is complete as a metric space with 
dist(t, 7) = sup{llt(r) - 4~)/1: r E B}. 
Next, we shall define a mapping 
as follows. Fixing T E 9, imagine that the following integral equation (see 
(2.3,2)) has been solved for each q E B and t > 0: 
-(f-s)L2E2~(z(@2(s; q)) + Qz(s; q)) ds. (2.4) 
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We denote the solution 
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Q2(.; .) = E-(r). 
It will be shown in Lemma 2.3 that, for C, and p suitably chosen, @,, has the 
appropriate properties so that K is well defined. 
Then we define a map on C([O, co) x B; B) >: 57, as follows. For 
~zEC([O,oo)~B;B)and~E~, 
M(@P,,7):B -'x, 
is the map which assigns to each q E B the value 
Finally, for r E 9, 7+‘-(r) E 58 is defined by 
Y,"(s)= 22(.F(t), 7). 
Suppose, now, that we had a fixed point for 7 ., say, r. Set 
Since 7 is a fixed point, 
@1(r) = 7(@&; VI) = j, erLIE,SZ-(r(@,(s; Q2(t; ~1))) t Qp,(s; @?(t, v))) ds 
.Lc 
=! esL’E,3(s(@l(s t t; q)) t diz(s + t; rl)) ds 
= 
[: 
e”“‘E,.F(r(@z(s; r)) + @z(s; v)) ds. 
-f 
From this equality, the properties of r and the fact (proven below) that 
@?(s; r])- 0 and 7(Qz(s; q))- 0 as s + co, it follows that Q,(t) satisfies 
(2.3.1). Since Q*(t) satisfies (2.3,2), Q(t) = Qz(t) + IPJfj is the solution of 
(2.2). 
THEOREM 2.2. For C,, p > 0 suitably chosen, the map 7^: 39 + 3 is 
defined, and is a contraction of 37 with comtant 6 < I. The resulting fixed 
point r E 9 satisj?es all the properties of Theorem 2.1. 
Before we begin the proof, let us determine our choices of C, and p. By 
our assumptions on fl, there exists a function k: P, x R + + IFC + which is 
%X:50/3-3 
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continuous, increasing with respect to its arguments, and satisfies h(0, 0) = 0, 
such that in a neighborhood of 0 E H 
We choose C, such that 
cc2 1) 0 < c, < l/2, 
cc* 2) h(C, 7cm + Cl) < P/2, 
where ,LI is the constant from condition (i) on e-fLI. 
Next, we choose p to satisfy the following conditions: 
(pl) o<p < l/2; 
co.2) WC, + P> c, + P)(l + c,> < P/2 and WP~ @)(l + c,> < P 
(which can be achieved by (C,2) and continuity of h); 
(p3) C,h(2p, 2p)( 1 + C,) < C,, where C, is the constant from 
condition (ii) on ~~~1; 
(p4) C,h(2p, 2p)[l t (1 t C,)h(2p, 2p)~-‘eLCC~(1 t (1 -eP4”)-‘)] 
=6< 1. 
Conditions @2)-($4) can be met because h + 0 as its arguments approach 0. 
With these choices of C, and p, the following lemma establishes that K is 
well defined. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under conditions (Cz 1) and (C? 2) on Cl, and (pl), (p2) on 
p, the map 6: 59 --t C( [0, CD) x B; B) =: Q de$ned by (2.4) is well dejined 
and satisJes, for some y > 0 independent of r, 
for all t > 0. 
II @& r> - @Ati VIII < fry’ II v - VII, 
ProoJ We first note that solutions of Eq. (2.4) exist locally, i.e., for 
0 < t < E, where E is sufficiently small. This is because the map @? + sz on 
97 given by 
4S2(t, tl) = eptL2q - j’e- (t-S)L2~zF(r(@2(s; v)) t z  ~1) ds 
0 
takes @Y to itself if E is sufficiently small by a standard argument using 
Gronwall’s inequality (see, e.g., (2.7) below), and furthermore, for 
Qp,, Y2 E Q, t < E, q E B, 
(I &?(t; II) - ez(t; a)// ,< (I @, - Y211 h@ + C,, p + C,)( 1 + C,) 1: e-8(t-s) ds, 
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so that for E sufficiently small, there exists a constant less than 1 independent 
of (D?, Yy,, such that 
We may, therefore, apply the contraction mapping principle to conclude 
local existence. 
Now, let us derive the estimate in the statement of the lemma, which, by 
standard arguments, gives global existence (for all I > 0) and uniqueness of 
the solution of (2.4). We will show that for any q, rj E B, t > 0, 
Let us, first, show that for all t > 0, rl E B, 
Duplicating the standard local existence proof for (2.4) alluded to above, we 
take the norm of both sides of (2.4) to get, for t in some interval [O. r]. 
X (1 + C2j [‘e- ‘(‘-s) I/ @&; q)ll ds. 
-0 
Then Gronwali’s inequality implies 
/I @JP?(t; vjll< II roll exp(w {h(ll ~(@dl +II @)2/L O)I(l + Cd t - PtI (2.7) lO,Tl 
Thus, for T sufficiently small that (see @2) and (C, 1)) 
sup {Wl~(@?)l/ + II @A O>Kl + C*) < P* [O,Tl 
we tind that II@,(t; r)lj < /Iv]/ for all t E [O. T]. Therefore? for ail r E B, 
t E [‘A TJ, 
I/ $@*(G I?!)11 G C2 II @2(t; 11111 G c2 II 7 il < c2 3 
and so, for 11 E B, t E [0, T], 
Nil T(@?)l/ +II @,\I, 0) < w VII + CT3 0) < 0 + c,, 0). 
(2.8) 
We conclude that, at least when T is small. 
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for all q E B, t E [0, T]. However, we wish to show that (2.9) holds for all 
t > 0. Let us assume the contrary, i.e., 
T, = sup{ T > 0 1 (2.9) holds for all t E [0, T]} < co. 
In particular, then, (2.9) becomes an equality at T,. Combining this 
inequality with (2.7) at T,,, we find 
h(ll VII + c,, 0) < sup 41 r(@&; r))ll + II @,(t; V)ll, 0) 
[O,Tol 
G h(C, II VII + II rlll? 0) (by (2-g)) 
< wi + II VII? 013 (since IIr II < p < l/2), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore (2.9) holds for all t > 0. We use it now to 
derive (2.5). 
Choose q, q E B and take the norm of the difference Q2(t; ‘I) - Q2(f; a) to 
get 
I) Q2(f; 11) - @&; ii>11 ,< evnf Ilvrlll +j) -B(f-s)h(j) @*(s; r)ll (1 + C,), 
(I q(s; $11 (I+ c,))(l + C,) II @z(s; v> - @z(s; V)ll ds. 
Applying Gronwall’s inequality, we have, for any T < co, 
II %(t; rl) - Wt; VII < II v - VII exp ‘;jo”r9 Mll W; dll 
x (1 + CA I( @ds; $11 (1 + C,))(l + CA} t -@I. 
(2.10) 
But, by (2.9), 
sup h(ll @z(s; rl)ll (1 + C,), II @As; VIII (1 + CJ> < WLJ + C,,P + Cd. 
lO.Tl 
Substituting this into (2.10), we conclude that (2.5) holds with 
-y = h@ + c,, P + C,)(l + C,) -P, 
which is negative by ($2). The proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For t E 3, p”‘(r) is the map B --t X,, given by 
where 
@2(t; ?I) = g’(rxt; r> 
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as in Lemma 2.3. We must prove .that Y(z) E 3, and that %‘- is a 
contraction on 9 with respect to the norm described above. 
Let 8, d E B, and t E 2. Then 
ll~(e(rl) - ~(~mll G Jorn II e sLq - ll;T(+w; II)) + @h; 4) 
-F(T(@&; 6)) + @r(s; V))ll A 
< c, ;;! {h(ll W; ~)ll (1 + CA il @,(s: @ll , 
x (1 + C,)) I/ @,(s; r) - @ds: foil (1 + Cdi, 
which, by Lemma 2.3, is less than 
~,~~llrll~~+~z>,Iltlll~~+~?~~II~-~/l~~+~Z~ 
G c, h(ii ~11 (3/2), Ii vi1 (3/2)) Ii v - 6-11 u + cd 
< c, WP~ @)(l f C,) II rl - VII 
< C? II r - VII. 
the last step following from ($3). Thus, Y(r) E A?. 
For the contraction part, let t, FE A? be given, and denote 
CD* = t%-(T), s2 = K(f). 
We apply the triangle inequality to (Y(t) - S’(T))(rl): 
(2.11) 
where we have bounded the arguments of h by (1 + Cl) /jr II < (3/2j /I v I/, and 
denoted 
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We bound each Si by a constant imes IIr - f(19. It is clear that 
s, < IIT - %3. 
Next, since 
1) @,(t; V)II - &(t; r>ll G w/2) II v II, (3/2) II v II> P- le(l+cz)f II z - % 
< h(2p, 2p)P-*e(1+C2)t I/r - F/Is (2.12) 
for any II. At t = 1, denoting ]?I = Q2(1; r), ?j, = spz(l; v), this gives 
llrl - rflll <W&P, 2dP-‘e’+“~ IIT- fib. 
By Lemma 2.3 and (2.12) with ql substituted for V, 
(I @z(l; rJ - &(t; %)II < II @& rd - @k rT,)ll 
+ II @*(c ff,> - K(c %>ll 
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Again using Lemma 2.3 and (2.12), 
II Q&J rlz) - at: %)ll < e - yf /I ylz - &/I + /I %(l; f&j - K(c V2)ll 
< h(2p, 2p)p-1e’+c2(1 + eCY’(l + e-9) (/r - Z/13. 
At t = 1, denoting q3 = Q2( 1; r2), rf3 = sz(l; q~), 
llY3 - f&II < wb %)P- ‘e’+cz(l + epy+ eC”9 11s -T/1,. 
Continuing in this fashion, we derive by induction that for each n = 1.2, 3,.-. 
/I @2(n; v) - 52tn; v)ll 
<~(.@,2p)~-1e1+cC’(l +e-Y+e-2y+ ..- +e-(n-1)~!15-F\~f;// 
< h(2p, 2p)PP’e1+c’(1 -e-3-’ (15 - ?I/, 
and 
I/ Q2(t + n; II) - s2(t + n; r>ll 
<A(@, 2p)fi-1e1+CL(1 + eeY’(l + ePY+ ... + e-Cn-l)y)) /Ir - ri=;l!, 
< h(2p, 2p)p-’ ertcz(l + (I -e-9-‘) i/r - %. 
Therefore. 
s2 < ~c&h Q)P- lel+cz(l + (1 -ee-~)-1)~~r-~l~9. 
From this equality we can bound S,: 
s, < c,s, < C24P, G)P- ‘e’+C2(1 + (1 -e-‘)-‘)l17-Ftls. 
On adding these estimates and applying @4) and the fact that -1; < -b/2, 
Il~y(T) - ~(2311< C,WP, 2PHl + (1 + C,) w3 2P) 
x P-lel+‘z (1 + (1 -e-?-‘jl I/r- 5;//, 
< 6 l/r - %s, 
where 6 < 1. This shows that 7 is a contraction. Denote the resulting 
(unique) fixed point by s. To see that r satisfies 
II eI)ll = ~tll~~ll) as !/~ll-+O~ 
just apply inequality (2.11) with ii = 0. The proof of the theorem is complete, 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
As stated in Section 1, we take the real Hilbert space 
H = H’(R”) X L’(iR”), N> 3, as the basic space. Denoting an element 
@ E H by the row vector (u, v), where u E H’, v E L*, we define the usual 
norm on H by 
We impose the following conditions onf(s): 
Cfl)f(s) - ms =&) E C’(R) (h ere m > 0; without loss of generality, 
we shall assume after this that m = 1); 
(f2)f”(O) =p(O) = 0; 
(.D> Ifys>l < c(l + (Spy. 
Together with the condition 
(f4) F(s) := J‘;f(t) dt < 0 for some s > 0, 
these conditions more than suffice (see (2, Theorem I]) for the existence of a 
stationary solution U, of (1.2) which vanishes at infinity (indeed, infinitely 
many such solutions if f is odd). The growth condition (f3), though more 
restrictive than necessary for the existence of uO, is assumed here in order 
that the map 
(24 v) I--1 (0,&d) + au) 
be locally Lipschitzian on H. 
Let u,, be one of the solutions described above, and denote Q0 = (uO, 0). 
We define the linear operator L as follows: if @ = (u, U) E H, then 
LCD = (-u, -Au +f’(u& u + au) 
= (-?I, u - du +f’(u,) u + cm) 
= (-24 u - Au) + (O,~‘(uo)u + (xv). 
The map Y: H --) H is defined by 
T(G) = (0,.&l, + u) -JTu,) -.7’@,, u). 
Let us verify that our notation is in accordance with Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator L generates a continuous group eetL 012 H. 
ProojI It is not hard to verify that 
(u,v)w(-z&u-Au) 
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is skew-adjoint on H. Moreover, if the stationary solution u,, is smooth, 
bounded and vanishes suitable rapidly as /x( --+ co (properties which are 
satisfied by all radially symmetric solutions [ 1.5,2]), then 
(u, v) t+ (OJ’(&) u + cm) 
is a bounded operator on H. The result follows by Theorem 13.2.1 of 151. 
LEMMA 3.2. The map .F is locally Lipschitzian from H to itself and 
satisfies, in a neighbourhood of 0 E H. 
where h(x, y) + 0 as x, y + 0. 
Proof. It suffices to consider Sp = (u, 0), Y = (NJ, 0). Let E > 0 be chosen. 
By hypothesis (f3), let C, > 0 be picked so that, for ]a( < sup{ (u&x)\: 
s E IFP), 
l.T(a + s) - .?(a + t> - %‘(a>@ - t)l 
< (E + c,(/s(2!“v-2) + jt12:‘!v-2’)) Is _ tj 
for all s, t E P. Then 
= ll.7(240 + u) - &4, + w) - f’(u,)(u - W)(lLi 
<e 1114 - wljrz + CE(I(Iu12,‘(Jv-2) + /w/~‘(~~-~)) ii.4 - w(!lLz. 
We apply the Holder and Sobolev inequalities to the second term: 
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where K is continuous and increasing, and @x, y) --f 0 as x, y + 0. Since E is 
arbitrary, an argument by contradiction shows that 
IlW) -~(w4 Q, - yll G 41 @IIT I Wi (for Cp # ul>, 
where h(x, y) + 0 as x, y + 0. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. The spectrum of L consists of a finite collection of eigen- 
L’aIues, together with a continuous spectrum which is bounded away! from the 
imaginary axis. The only possible imaginary eigenvalue for L is 0, and 
0 E o(L) if and only if 0 belongs to the spectrum of the SchrGdinger operator 
-d + f ‘(u,). 
Note that the Schrodinger o,perator -A + f ‘(u,) gives the second variation 
6*J of the energy functional J. Lemma 3.3 states that 6’5 is degenerate as a 
quadratic form if and only if 0 E a(L). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. By definition, a(L) is the complement of the 
resolvent set of L, i.e., the set of p E G such that @ -L)-’ is a bounded 
operator on H. By the closed graph theorem, p is in the resolvent set if and 
only if the equation 
(L-p)@=!P 
is uniquely solvable for CD, given any !P. Let p be in the resolvent set, and 
(w,, v2) = !P be given. Then, there exists a unique (u, U) E H such that 
y/I=-v-ppu, (3.1) 
t,u2 = -Au + u + f’(u,) u + av - pu. (3.2) 
Solving for v in (3.1) and substituting this in (3.2), we get, after rearranging 
terms, 
-Au +f’(u,)u + (1 --UP +p2)u = v, + (a -P)w,, (3.3) 
or 
where 
A = -A + y’(u,,), -p= 1 -ap+p*. 
It is relatively straightforward to show that L --p is one-one (resp., onto) 
if and only if A - y is one-one (resp., onto). (For example, suppose L - p is 
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one-one and u satisfies (A --~)a = 0. On setting u = -pu7 system (3.I), (3.2) 
becomes 
which implies (u, L’) = 0, and in particular, u = 0.) 
Since the resolvent sets correspond, so do the spectra: 
Thus, the determination of o(L) reduces to finding o(A). Using the spatial 
decay of uO, the spectrum of A is found to consist of a continuous part, 
[0, co), together with a finite collection of negative eigenvalues ([ 13. 
p. 1191). Depending on ,u E o(A), there are the following possibilities for A = 
+(a + JZZ,iZi) E u(L): 
(1) ifp<-l,thereareoneA>Oandone/Z<O; 
(2) ifp=-1, thenA=a, or A=O; 
(3) for -1 <p < ia2 - 1, there are two distinct A > 0; 
(4) ifjf>ifa2- 1, then ReA=a/2. 
Cases (3) and (4) tell us that (for any a > 0) the continuous part of o(L) is 
bounded away from the imaginary axis in the right half-plane. The other 
statements in the lemma also follow. 
Remark. If -1 E a(A), then 0 E o(L), and conversely. But -1 can oniy 
be an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity for A, and therefore, if 0 E a(L), then it 
is, at worst, an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. 
Under the assumption that -1 & o(A), together with the conditions on f 
and the spatial decay of q,, we apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude Theorem 1.1, 
where X2 is now seen to be infinite-dimensional, and X, finite-dimensional 
[we will see shortly that dim X, > 1). Theorem 2.1 also implies Theorem 1.2, 
if L is replaced by -L and t by -t, so that the roles of X, and Xz are 
reversed. The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists an eigenvalue less than -1 for A = 
-A + f’(u,,), if u,, E H’ is a nontrivial solution. 
Proof. By the min-max principle and Weyl’s essential spectrum theorem, 
it suffices to show that, for some u, 
~*J(u,)(u, zL> = j (-AU + f’(u,)u)u dey < 0. 
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Consider the variational curve 8-t u&/8). Since U, is a critical point for J, 
0 = (d/d@,=, J(d+)) = (d/d@),=, 1 {@V-2 jVu,l’ + P?‘(u,)} dx 
= 
J‘ 
i&V- 2) (Vu,J2 +NF(u,)} dx. 
Thus, s F(u,) dx = -(N - 2)/(2N) J j VU, ( 2 < 0. This implies that 
=+2)j-)Vz.#dx 
so there is a negative direction for G’J(u,). The lemma follows. 
Remarks. (1) Nondegeneracy of J2J(u,) is not essential for instability. 
(2) The solution u E 0 has no unstable (or center) manifold. Indeed, Rauch 
[ II] proves stability of the 0 solution under conditions of positive 
definiteness of 6*J; here, 62J(0) = 1 -A, which is positive definite on H’. 
(3) The local approach taken here (that is, local in terms of a small 
neighborhood of the stationary solution in H) lends itself to the construction 
of invariant submanifolds for a broader class of nonlinear terms than those 
satisfying (f3). For instance, the use of a stronger norm such as the HZ or HJ 
norm used in [ 111 allowsf(s) to be any C’ function in the case of dimension 
N < 7, and no growth condition like (f3) is needed. 
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